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Recently there has been a growth in number of HIV-infected people among migrants in Russia. Migrants from Asian and African countries are especially dangerous in this respect. An initial stage of HIV epidemic is observed in 13 countries out of total 97 in these two macro-regions (without the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea). A generalized stage in the process when HIV spreads beyond common risk groups is detected on the Seychelles and in continental African countries south from Sahara, excluding countries located in the Horn of Africa and several Western African countries. All the other countries in the examined macro-regions are somewhere in-between as regards HIV territorial diffusion as a concentrated stage in the epidemic process is observed there and the disease is predominantly spreading within several risk groups; however, it is highly likely to spread beyond them in the nearest future.

Hierarchical cluster analysis was accomplished as per four aggregated groups of parameters (the current situation in these countries as regards HIV spreading; inflow of migrants from them into Russia; migrant inflow differentiation as per its chronological and chorologic parameters). It allowed assigning all Asian and African countries into four groups as per a size of threat they imposed for Russia concerning HIV-infection spread. The first group included countries with the highest threat (Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, and Tajikistan). The second group meant a high threat (most North African countries and Middle-East countries, South and Eastern Asian countries, and Nigeria as well). The third group meant an average threat (most African countries located to the south from Sahara and South-Eastern Asian countries as well as some countries excluded from the second group such as Libya, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Kuwait, Nepal, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Laos, Cambodia, and the Philippines). The fourth group included countries that imposed a low threat (all the rest, but there were only few of them, Gambia, Liberia, Niger, Burkina Faso, Gabon, Democratic Republic of Congo, Malawi, Botswana, Eswatini, Lesotho, Eritrea, Djibouti, Oman, Brunei, Butane, and Myanmar). Nevertheless, overall contribution made into HIV spread in Russia by migration is still insignificant. Return migration of people from Russia into a country of their origin is a much greater threat within cross-border HIV diffusion.
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HIV-infection was first detected in Russia in 1987 among Russian citizens who had had some sexual contacts with infected foreigners, “mostly, from African countries” [1]. HIV in Russia, just as all over the world, was probably first detected among homosexual men [2]. Obviously it was the case with other former Soviet Republics. Thus, for example, first HIV cases in Tajikistan were registered in 1991 among helicopter pilots who had previously worked in Africa and “got infected due to homosexual contacts with locals” [3].

However, by now the virus has spread beyond HIV risk groups that are usually determined by epidemiologists in many countries all over the world, Russia included. Although migrants are not conventionally assigned into such groups, it was migration that gave way for spatial diffusion of HIV infection between regions and countries in the past (and it still remains a pathway for this infection on multiple territories) [4, 5].

Recently in the RF there has been permanent, although uneven, growth in a share of
foreign citizens among people who are “patients with primarily detected antibodies to HIV”\(^1\); this share went up from 2.9% in 2011 to 4.3% in 2015.\(^1\) The consequent period was an exception as the parameter dropped to 1.2% in 2016\(^2\) and to 0.8% in 2017\(^3\) due to an introduction of a new statistical report form which differed from previously used ones. In Moscow, for example, it resulted in a decrease in “morbidity with HIV-infection” from 60.5 cases in 2015 to 19.5 cases per 100 thousand people in 2016; but an ascending trend still occurred in 2017 as this parameter grew by 23.3%.

Our research goal was to determine potential threats of HIV-infection being spread in Russia by migrants from African and Asian countries.

Data and methods. Some experts state that “there are no grounds to believe that nowadays foreigners exert considerable impacts on HIV spread in Russia” \(^6\). But at the same time, a growth in relative and absolute number of migrants with detected HIV-infection in Russia (primarily due to greater number of them being examined by medical personnel) has naturally attracted a lot of experts’ attention to the issue and resulted in greater number of scientific works on the subject.

Most such works dwell on analyzing regional distribution of migrants with HIV over administrative territories in the RF. Thus, data collected in the Far East \(^7\) and North Caucasian \(^8\) Federal Districts and distributed as per countries of migrants’ origin allowed exploring detection of HIV-infection among examined foreign migrants. Research performed on migrants in Saint Petersburg led to a very remarkable conclusion on HIV subtype A1 prevailing in the city; that is, on migration processes being “secluded” between this RF region and Central Asia \(^9\). But still, it was shown that in Russia as a whole over the last years there has been a growth in a share of migrants from Ukraine among those with primarily detected HIV infection and a decline in a share of those who came from other CIS states \(^10\). Experts took data collected in Omsk region and showed \(^11\) that, on one hand, HIV-infection spread was rather low among labor migrants but, on the other hand, “they had a very irresponsible attitude towards medical examinations and tended to practice unsafe sex” and it could result in “deteriorated epidemiologic situation, both in a region where they temporarily resided and in a country of their origin” \(^12\). Also migrants from former Central Asian USSR republics were usually not so well aware about HIV/AIDS prevention \(^13\) than their counterparts from the Eastern Europe \(^14\).

It is interesting to note that most papers focusing on a role played by migration in HIV infection spread (including above-mentioned ones) usually dwell on analyzing the current situation and developing applied aspects of the matter. They are frequently based on quantitative data that are not so easily available for collection, but nevertheless, their predictive potential is rather low. Given that, mathematical and statistical modeling seems to be quite useful for obtaining new knowledge on potential trends in migration of HIV-infected people, current demographic situation as per HIV and ways to regulate it. The present research, in no way being comprehensive and complete, is just a tentative step into this direction.

Our process of data collection and generalization, as regards its contents, consisted of three stages. The first one focused on migration from Asian and African countries to Russia. To assess its scales, we took data provided

---


by the Russian Federal State Statistic Service (Rosstat)\(^4\) on migration flows from all countries in the world into each RF region over a period from 1993 to 2015 inclusive. Still, there was no consistency in determining this notion, “a migrant”, by statistical authorities (and not only them) in the RF over the whole examined period. Given that, we examined four time periods in our analysis as data on migration into RF available for each of them were comparable. These periods were 1997–2000, 2003–2006, 2007–2010, and 2011–2015. Although certain changes in migration accounting appeared at boundary periods of 2006–2007 and 2010–2011, they had some effects on calculating a number of migrants and not on determining countries of their origin.

So, we obtained ultimate data on intensity of migration flows from Asian and African countries into each RF region and analyzed them. Data on countries from which migrants moved to each RF region in each year of the examined time period gave grounds for preliminary distribution of all the countries into four groups as per scales of their “migration” activity. These four groups were “local” countries (migrants from them moved to less than \(\frac{1}{4}\) of all the RF regions); “regional” ones (from \(\frac{1}{4}\) to \(\frac{1}{2}\)), “macro-regional” ones (from \(\frac{1}{2}\) to \(\frac{3}{4}\)), and “federal” ones (more than \(\frac{3}{4}\)).

The only exception here is Crimea and Sevastopol and they are not considered in our research as they became RF regions only at the end of the examined time period and statistical data on these two RF regions are scarce; they can’t give grounds for any valid conclusions on migration-related “threats”. As for foreign countries, we didn’t consider some of them (such as South Ossetia or Abkhazia) as they have only recently become independent states.

In this relation the second stage involved work with sources, collection, and systematization of data on HIV spread in Asian and African countries and their analysis for a period from 1993 to 2015. Our primary data sources were two databases that integrated national data on all the world countries, namely UNAIDS, the United Nations AIDS program [15] and the WHO database [16].

To assess rate of HIV spread, we took dynamics of expected number of people in each risk group as our basic parameter (risk groups included sex workers; men who had homosexual contacts; drug addicted people who took injection drugs; transgenders; people in prisons) and HIV prevalence in each of them. UNAIDS and the WHO give recommendations on how to distinguish between different stages in HIV epidemics: the initial stage means HIV has been present in a country for a long time but its prevalence in each risk group stably doesn’t exceed 5%; the concentrated stage means that HIV primarily spreads among people from risk groups and incidence in at least one of them exceeds 5% while incidence among population in general\(^5\) doesn’t exceed 1%; the generalized stage means HIV spread beyond risk groups and incidence among a country population in general exceeds 1% [17]. Basing on the said recommendations, we distributed all the Asian and African countries into three groups according to a stage in HIV epidemics that occurred in each of them.

Therefore, if migration from a country into Russia is insignificant in its scales but HIV prevalence in it can be considered the generalized stage in the epidemic process, than, obviously, this country is more dangerous in comparison with another one that “provides” more migrants but the epidemics in it is only at its initial stage.

The third stage was classifying countries as per threats they caused for the RF in general and RF regions in particular as regards HIV spread by migrants. At this stage we analyzed four groups of parameters:


\(^5\)According to UNAIDS and the WHO recommendations, when concentrated and generalized stages are concerned, it means HIV spreads among pregnant women. Due to lack of such statistical data on all the Asian and African countries over the examined time period, we considered it practicable to take all the population in general as a basis.
1) migration flows from Asian and African countries into Russia, their scales having been identified at the first stage. We primarily paid our attention here to migration flows in 2015 taking into account the current threats. But at the same time migration flows by themselves can be a “sufficient” parameter for analysis; given that, the overall number of migrants that came to Russia was multiplied by HIV prevalence in countries where migrants came from (%). The obtained values showed a potential volume of HIV-infected migrants that came to Russia. Data as per countries were summed up, and after that we calculated a share of each country in the overall number of potential HIV-infected migrants. This parameter was given in the first column of the data array which we applied to perform our cluster analysis;

2) it is important to note that the threat of HIV spread in Russia exists not only at the country level, but at the regional one as well. We took a ratio of RF regions where migrants from Asian and African countries came to in 2015 to the overall number of RF regions as our second parameter;

3) but at the same time it is obvious that not only the last year out of the examined ones (2015) makes its contribution into occurring threats of HIV spread in the country. Probably, migrants from certain countries come to Russia persistently and every year, and as for other countries, it could be a single migration inflow in 2015. In order to level off the effect produced by the last year, we calculated a ratio of non-zero years for each country as per a number of migrants that came to Russia from it to the overall number of the examined years over the time periods which we had spotted out at the first stage, namely 1997–2000, 2003–2006, 2007–2010, and 2011–2016. This was the third parameter applied within the cluster analysis;

4) threats caused by each country are obviously determined not only by a share of HIV-infected people among its population. We determined a ratio between a number of those risk groups with more than 5% of people included into them being infected and the overall number of risks groups according to stages in epidemics development in each country. This was our fourth and final parameter.

We performed hierarchical cluster analysis as per Ward’s method and four above-mentioned parameters with SPSS Statistics 17.0 software; it allowed us to distribute 98 examined Asian and African countries into four groups as per a potential threat they caused for Russia in terms of HIV-infection spread. The threat could be extremely high, high, average, and low. The only exception was The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea as there were no necessary data available for that country.

Results and discussion. We analyzed HIV spread among risk groups in Asian and African countries; our analysis revealed that at least one risk group existed in 84 out of 97 countries where more than 5% of its representatives were infected. It means that the initial stage in HIV epidemics is registered only in each eighth country in these two macro-regions. It is only natural that such countries are predominantly Muslim states in the Middle East and North Africa taking into account an existing inverse dependence between a share of Muslims in a country and HIV spread among population [18]. On the other hand, an effect produced by only one factor related to a religion can’t provide a comprehensive explanation for HIV spread: thus, Indonesia is a world leader as per Muslim population [19] but this country has the highest ratio of risk groups with more than 5% of their representatives being HIV-infected to the overall number of risk groups (4 out of 5). Still, the generalized stage in epidemics with HIV spreading beyond risk groups occurs only on the Seychelles and in continental African states south from Sahara excluding states located on the Horn of Africa and several Western African states. All the remaining countries (most of them are non-Muslim Asian countries) are somewhere in between in terms of HIV diffusion: there is the concentrated stage in epidemics and the infection spreads
predominantly within several risk groups; however, it can spread beyond them in the nearest future.

At the same time, if we take a threat for our country related to HIV being spread by migrants, we can’t state it is obvious that it is African states located to the south form Sahara that create the greatest migration inflows into our country. Indeed, recently more than a half of all migrants to Russia have been coming from three countries, namely Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, and Tajikistan [20]. And only 0.2% of the relative number of migrants come from Nigeria that takes the leading place as per a number of migrants to Russia among African countries located to the south from Sahara.

We analyzed a potential threat of HIV spread for Russia caused by migrants coming from Asian and African countries; to do that, we multiplied a number of migrants coming to Russia by a share of HIV-infected people in these countries. It allowed us to detect that it was the first multiplier that made the main contribution. Thus, Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, and Tajikistan could account for 52% of potentially HIV-infected migrants. At the same time two African countries, Namibia and Zambia, were also among top ten countries as per this parameter.

However, these quantitative values mostly describe the situation that existed in 2011–2015, and this period is the most significant but not the only one. Obviously, previous years in the examined time period can also make their contribution into the overall picture. Our analysis of those years during which this or that country “sent” migrants to Russia revealed that existing migration flows are extremely stable. Thus, over the examined period migrants from each of 98 Asian and African countries came to Russia at least once (that is, during at least one year). Besides, more than one third of such countries created annual migration flows to Russia, and all post-USSR states were among these countries, as well as most Northern African and Middle East states. And migrants from only 15 states came to Russia rarer that during each second year; these 15 states include Botswana, Eswatini, and the Seychelles which are dangerous in terms of HIV spread.

At the same time, migrants from some countries come to a lot of Russian regions while migrants from other countries come strictly to just several of them; that is, not only migration flows themselves are quite stable (including those with HIV-infected migrants) but also places where they go to. We analyzed distribution of migrants depending on a country of their origin and a region in the RF as a place where they came to stay and it allowed us to distribute all the flows into four groups (federal, macro-regional, regional and local ones). The greatest role in the process belongs to the flows from the first group coming from countries which “send” migrants to more than ¼ of the RF regions, namely all the post-USSR Asian states, as well as China, India, Turkey, Iran, and some other countries; there is only one African country among them and it is Egypt.

All the Asian and African countries were distributed into four groups as per potential threats for Russia related to HIV-infection spread; the threshold values for each group are given in Table 1:

1) countries that cause the maximum threats: Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, and Tajikistan are among them;
2) countries that cause high threats: most North African and Middle East countries, South and East Asian countries, as well as Nigeria;
3) countries that cause average threats: most African countries located to the south from Sahara, Southeast Asian countries, as well as “exceptions” from the second group – Libya, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Kuwait, Nepal, Bangladesh, Sri-Lanka, Laos, Cambodia, and the Philippines;
4) countries that cause low threats: all the remaining countries but there are very few of them; this group includes Gambia, Liberia, Niger, Burkina Faso, Gabon, Congo, Malawi, Botswana, Eswatini, Lesotho, Eritrea, Djibouti, Oman, Brunei, Bhutan, and Myanmar.
Table 1

Threshold values of the examined parameters for Asian and African countries distributed into four groups as per threats for Russia caused by HIV-infection spread by migrants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups as per a level of threat</th>
<th>A share of each country in the overall quantity of potential HIV-infected migrants from all countries to the RF</th>
<th>A ratio of a number of RF regions to which migrants from each country in a group came to in 2015 to the overall number of regions in the RF</th>
<th>A ratio of years that were non-zero in terms of migrants during which each country from a group “sent” migrants to the RF to the overall number of years in the examined time period</th>
<th>A ratio of a number of risk groups as per HIV with more than 5% of their representatives being HIV-infected to the overall number of risk groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>extremely high</td>
<td>0.142–0.206</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>0.000–0.096</td>
<td>0.617–1.000</td>
<td>0.938–1.000</td>
<td>0.000–0.600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average</td>
<td>0.000–0.034</td>
<td>0.074–0.519</td>
<td>0.625–1.000</td>
<td>0.000–0.800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>0.000–0.015</td>
<td>0.012–0.222</td>
<td>0.063–0.563</td>
<td>0.000–0.600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conclusion.** Our analysis allowed us to establish a contribution made by each of four quantitative parameters into a HIV-related threat caused by migration for Russia: the current situation with the infection spread in Asian and African countries, scales of overall migration flows from these countries to Russia as well as their differentiation as per their chronological features (over each year in an examined time period) and chorologic ones (migration to each of the RF regions). As we can see from Table 1, the greatest contribution is made exactly by the first component as Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan and Tajikistan that “send” the greatest quantities of migrants to Russia are included into a group that causes the maximum threat.

Similar contributions into the overall threat are made by a number of RF regions that accept potentially HIV-infected migrants from Asian and African countries and regularity of such directions in migration flows (the latter parameter here makes a bit higher contribution though). Finally, the smallest contribution is made by a number of risk groups with more than 5% of their representatives being HIV-infected in countries that “send” migrants to the RF. But still, effects produced by each component in the overall threat can grow stronger or, on the contrary, weaker. Thus, for example, a migration flow from Armenia has been almost similar to that from Tajikistan, but nevertheless, this Caucasian state is among countries that cause high, and not extremely high, threats; it is probably due to less significant HIV spread in it. On the other hand, Nigeria is more dangerous for Russia than the SAR where HIV is more widely spread. It is obviously due to much more considerable migration flows to the RF from this African country which has the greatest population in Africa.

So, if we consider two abstract countries, the former with the greater number of migrants coming form it to Russia but lower HIV incidence, and the latter, on the contrary, with smaller number of migrants but high HIV incidence, we can state that the former will cause higher threat of HIV spread by migrants. Therefore, in spite of much more significant HIV spread in African countries located to the south from Sahara in comparison with Asian and Northern African countries, it is the latter states that create much more significant threats for Russia in terms of HIV spread by migrants. Nigeria is the only African country located to the south from Sahara that is similar to those states as per this parameter.
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